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Abstract. The Resolute Bay VHF radar, located in Nunavut,
Canada (75.0◦ N, 95.0◦ W) and operating at 51.5 MHz, has
been used to investigate Polar Mesosphere Summer Echoes
(PMSE) since 1997. PMSE are a unique form of strong co-
herent radar echoes, and their understanding has been a chal-
lenge to the scientific community since their discovery more
than three decades ago. While other high latitude radars have
recorded strong levels of PMSE activities, the Resolute Bay
radar has observed relatively lower levels of PMSE strengths.
In order to derive absolute measurements of PMSE strength
at this site, a technique is developed to determine the radar
efficiency using cosmic (sky) noise variations along with the
help of a calibrated noise source. VHF radars are only rarely
calibrated, but determination of efficiency is even less com-
mon. Here we emphasize the importance of efficiency for
determination of cross-section measurements. The signifi-
cant advantage of this method is that it can be directly ap-
plied to any MST radar system anywhere in the world as
long as the sky noise variations are known. The radar ef-
ficiencies for two on-site radars at Resolute Bay are deter-
mined. PMSE backscatter cross-section is estimated, and
decade-long PMSE strength variations at this location are in-
vestigated. It was noticed that the median of the backscatter
cross-section distribution remains relatively unchanged, but
over the years a great level of variability occurs in the high
power tail of the distribution.
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1 Introduction

Polar Mesosphere Summer Echoes (PMSE), which are char-
acterized by strong coherent echoes from the summer cold
mesopause region, are a well recognized high latitude phe-
nomenon both in the Northern and Southern Hemispheres.
Soon after their unexpected discovery byEcklund and Bals-
ley (1981), they became a challenge to the scientific commu-
nity, since the well known radar backscatter theories could
not explain their peculiar observed features (seeCho and
Kelley, 1993; Cho and R̈ottger, 1997; Rapp and L̈ubken,
2004; La Hoz et al., 2006).

Observed high strengths of radar returns from irregular-
ities in the order of a few meters scale and even less have
ruled out the possibilities for neutral turbulence to be the
sole cause for PMSE (e.g.Czechowsky and R̈uster, 1985;
Hoppe et al., 1988). Since the Bragg scales of the observed
radars fall deep in the viscous subrange of the neutral turbu-
lence energy spectrum, the irregularities that are produced at
these scales will be smoothed immediately by molecular dif-
fusion, and hence they cannot produce such a high strength
of backscatter signals at the ground. On the other hand, Fres-
nel reflection theory (also called specular reflections) has also
had problems in explaining PMSE. In order to cause Fresnel
reflections, there must be narrow steps in refractive index in
the vertical direction that are at least a Fresnel zone wide.
Also they would have to be highly aspect sensitive (Röttger,
1980). More importantly, their vertical step size should not
exceed more than one wavelength if they are to be detected
by traditional radar (seeHocking and R̈ottger, 1997). In the
case of PMSE, although in some cases aspect sensitivity is
evident, the scatter is isotropic in other cases. So while spec-
ular reflections could in part cause PMSE, they cannot be the
sole cause.

The observed features convinced researchers that a new
theory needed to be developed. The first breakthrough was
achieved byKelley et al. (1987) by linking PMSE with
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cluster ions. They proposed that the diffusivity of the elec-
trons in the polar mesopause could be reduced by heavy pos-
itive cluster ions, so that electrons can maintain scales into
the so called viscous-convective subrange, and could pro-
duce radar echoes. This concept was extended to charged
ice particles byCho et al.(1992). They appliedHill ’s (1978)
multipolar diffusion theory to the mesopause environment,
which consists of charged ice particles, positive ions and
electrons, and found that if the negatively charged ice par-
ticles dominate the plasma charge balance, electrons and
charged ice particles will maintain anti-correlated fluctua-
tions due to Coulomb repulsion.Cho et al.’s (1992) theory
was further supported by the detection of charged aerosol
particles in the mesopause region by rocket probe experi-
ments (Havnes et al., 1996). In recent times, the concepts of
fossil turbulence has also been used in an attempt to explain
the physical process that causes PMSE. The possible link be-
tween PMSE and fossil turbulence was initially described by
Cho et al.(1996). This concept was later used byRapp and
Lübken(2003) to explain the existence of PMSE in the ab-
sence of neutral turbulence. Nevertheless, understanding the
physical processes that cause the small scale fluctuations re-
mains a challenging issue even after intensive multi-level the-
oretical and experimental studies for almost three decades.

2 PMSE observations at Resolute Bay

A multipurpose 51.5 MHz VHF radar system at Resolute Bay
(75.0◦ N, 95.0◦ W) provides facilities to conduct various at-
mospheric experiments from the troposphere to mesosphere
(Hocking et al., 2001). For almost a decade, this radar has
been monitoring winds, temperatures, tides and other wave
activities in this region. In addition, it has been also contin-
uously monitoring PMSE activities for many years. Over
the years, while other high latitude radars have observed
PMSE activities with a high signal-to-noise ratio, the Res-
olute Bay radar has observed a relatively low signal-to-noise
ratio (Huaman et al., 2001). The Resolute Bay radar system
is operated with a 12 kW peak power transmitter, which is
relatively low in power compared with power used at other
sites in the European sector. Quantities such as occurrence
rates (OR) and the signal-to-noise values (SNR) directly de-
pend on a radar system parameters, and therefore OR and
SNR may not be the best parameters to compare the results
among multiple sites. In order to derive absolute measure-
ments of PMSE strength at this location, the radar system
was carefully calibrated by using a calibrated noise source
and the available cosmic noise variations above the site.

3 Absolute radar calibration using cosmic (sky) noise

For VHF and UHF radars, the galactic noise can be used as a
source for absolute calibration. This concept was earlier used
on a few occasions to convert received power into physical

units (e.g.,Hocking et al., 1983; Green et al., 1983; Inhester
et al., 1990). Recently, the technique was extensively ap-
plied to the Resolute Bay radar bySwarnalingam and Hock-
ing (2006) to absolutely calibrate the system as well as to es-
timate this radar’s efficiency. The technique was also used to
calibrate the McGill wind profiler radar, which makes mea-
surements of rainfall. As a result of this, the McGill radar
now records rainfall reflectivity measurements in this region
within the accuracy of 1.5 dB error (Campos et al., 2007).

In this paper, we describe in detail the method as applied
to the Resolute Bay VHF radar system. Although our aim
here is to describe calibration work of the Resolute Bay radar
system, we also discuss a generalized theory by taking into
account the application of coherent integration, various pulse
codings and also different receiver gain settings. Therefore,
the theory provides a generalized equations for radar calibra-
tion so that it can be directly applied to any MST radar sys-
tem. The advantage of this method is that it can be directly
applied to any MST radar anywhere in the world as long as
the cosmic noise variation above the site is known, which
can be obtained from a suitable sky noise survey map. Since
most of the sky surveys normally cover a larger geograph-
ical region of the earth, it will be possible to use the same
sky noise survey map at multiple locations. This makes the
calibration method ideal for the purpose of absolute compar-
isons of radar measurements at multiple locations, since the
possible systematic errors associated with the absolute cali-
bration would also be the same. (Following the calibration
work at Resolute Bay bySwarnalingam and Hocking(2006,
2007), the method was also recently used byKirkwood et al.
(2007) to compare PMSE strengths at Kiruna (68◦ N) and
Wasa (73◦ S) in Antarctica).

During PMSE experiments at Resolute Bay, the radar
is normally alternatively selected to run in several differ-
ent modes, such as Main-Mode, Quartet-Mode and Tower-
Mode. In the following section, the absolute calibration pro-
cedure for the Main-Mode and Quartet-Mode radars are dis-
cussed, and the estimation of backscatter cross-section will
be focused on the Main-Mode configuration. The Main-
Mode antenna array consists a total of 128 two-element Yagi
antennas. Its beam can point in five different directions in
the sky with a narrow beam of one-way 2◦ half-power-half-
width (HPHW) (Hocking et al., 2001). On the other hand,
the Quartet-Beam mode antenna array is relatively small in
area, comprising only 4 two-element Yagi antennas at the
corners of square with sides ofλ/2, embedded within the ex-
isting Main array. The Quartet-Mode beam points only in the
vertical direction, and transmits and receives signals with a
broad beam of 35◦ HPHW. However, it is a simple system to
handle, thus the losses are modest.

The first step in the calibration process is to determine the
relationship between the input signal of the radar receiver
and the corresponding recorded power in the storage unit of
the radar system. Let us now consider a signal of voltage
u(t) at radar frequencyf , which is a sinusoidal signal of
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Fig. 1. A block diagram shows that a signal which is applied to the receiver as an input, goes through various stages before it becomes
a spectrum. The input signal is first converted into in-phase and quadrature components in the receiver. The two components are then
pre-amplified, and converted into digital form by the “system voltage gain”.

frequencyf with an envelope of amplitudeua(t). Suppose
it is fed into the receiver as shown in the Fig.1, and then
recorded in a storage file. For the moment, we assume that
the input signal does not contain any pulse coding, and also
no coherent integration process is applied in producing the
final spectrum (this limitation will be generalized shortly).
We further assume the receiver gain is set to its maximum
available value. We now calculate the spectrum of this input
signal and determine the standard deviation. At any instant
of time, the relationship between the input and output signals
of the radar receiver can be written as follows,

uoi(t) = GP · ui(t)

uoq(t) = GP · uq(t)
(1)

whereuo is the output signal. Indexesi andq refer to the
in-phase and quadrature components of the input and out-
put signals. The output signals (left-hand side) are in digital
units while the input signals (right-hand side) are in Volts.
The parameterGP is the amplification factor, which is a con-
stant value and has unit Volts−1. We will call this constant
the “system voltage gain”, and our first aim here is to deter-
mine this quantityGP using random noise signal power (the
index “P” is used to indicate that the receiver gain is set to its
maximum available value).

Assume that random noise is now fed into the radar re-
ceiver. For a noise frequencyfj of amplitudeuaj , sup-
pose the in-phase component starts with the amplitude of
uaj (when the phase is zero), passes through zero and then
to a minimum of (−uaj ). The signal will have a period of
T =(fj−fo)−1, wherefo is the carrier frequency. Thus, the
square of the standard deviation of in-phase component (σ 2

ij )
is given by,

σ 2
ij =

1

T

∫ T

0
u2

aj cos2
[2π(fj − fo)t] dt =

u2
aj

2
(2)

Likewise the quadrature component of the frequencyfj will
have a similar cycle, and hence the square of the standard
deviation of quadrature component (σ 2

qj ) will be u2
aj/2.

At any instant of time, the vector addition of in-phase and
quadrature contributes to produce the magnitude of the sig-
nal. Since all vectors rotate at different rates in the Argand
diagram (they all have different frequencies), and since we
sum over many cycles, we may add powers to produce the
final power. Therefore, summing over all frequencies and ig-
noring the special casefj=fo (which makes almost no con-
tribution for a wide filter), and combining the above in-phase
and quadrature components will lead to the following,(

σ 2
oi + σ 2

oq

)
= G2

P ·

( ∑
j

u2
aj

)
(3)

Since the quantity
∑

(u2
aj/2R) is the averaged peak-input

power of the input signal, whereR is the input impedance,
the above relationship can be modified as follows in terms of
energy units,

(
σ 2

oi + σ 2
oq

)
= 2G2

PR ·

( ∑
j

u2
aj

2R

)
(4)

A modification will be needed in the above Eq. (4), if pulse
coding, coherent integrations and different receiver gain are
applied. Let us now assume that the input signal contains a
numberM of pulse code elements, the receiver gain is set
to a valueA dB, and an N-point coherent integration is used
during the signal processing. We also assume that we divide
by N andM when we perform the coherent integrations (i.e.
we use coherent averages) (Woodman and Guillen, 1974). In
the case of noise signal, since the signal is uncorrelated from
pulse to pulse the coherent averaging process would make
the resultant amplitude proportional to

√
(N ·M). This will
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Table 1. The selection of parameters for four noise generator experiments (upper portion of table) along with the calculated system voltage
gain and receiver noise temperature values for the Resolute Bay radar (lower portion of table). Different values of pulse coding, coherent
integration and filter widths are deliberately chosen in order to test the theory.

Parameters Noise Expt-1 Noise Expt-2 Noise Expt-3 Noise Expt-4

PRF 1200 Hz 1200 Hz 1200 Hz 1200 Hz
Rx- Gain 116 dB 116 dB 116 dB 116 dB
Coh. Integration 16 16 4 16
Code 8-bit compli. monopulse monopulse monopulse
Filter width (baseband) 70 kHz 70 kHz 70 kHz 150 kHz
CalculatedGP[au per Volts] 4.8494×109 4.8953×109 4.8307×109 4.8558×109

CalculatedTRX[K] 800 884 821 866

then be reduced by(N ·M) when division takes place, thus
the root mean square amplitude of the resultant signal will
eventually be reduced by

√
(N ·M). This means the above

equation will take the form,(
σ 2

oi + σ 2
oq

)
=

2G2
PR · 10

−X
10

N · M · L

{
PN + NRX

}
(5)

where PN is the input noise power and the NRX is the noise
power produced by the radar receiver (i.e. the equivalent
power for the radar receiver noise temperature). The quantity
X refers to the difference between the maximum available re-
ceiver gain value and its current setting value (X=P−A). On
some occasions the coded pulses are considered as pairs (e.g.
complementary code). In such situations, confusion may
arise with the actual value ofM. For example when com-
plementary codes are used, each code will contain a pair of
elements such that the second element is the complement of
the first element (Schmidt et al., 1979). In such situations, the
actual number of codes are two timesM. Therefore, to avoid
any confusion the parameterL was introduced here, which
corresponds to the number of elements of codes.L will take
a value 2 if complementary codes were used, otherwise it
stays as 1. With the availability of fast processing computers
nowadays, a question may arise here as to whether applying
coherent integration in a radar experiment is worthwhile or
not. This was already discussed byHocking (1997). How-
ever, here we allow for a general development, in which co-
herent integration and pulse coding may or may not be used,
since some users still use this procedure. We also used lim-
ited coherent integration in our own experiments, but kept
our spectral limits quite large (greater than 35 Hz). Our gen-
eralized form of this calibration theory is also valid to apply
without using coherent averaging procedures by simply as-
signing unity to the parameterN .

In the case of the Resolute Bay radar, the system voltage
gainGP was calculated using a commercially available noise
generator. The noise signal from the noise generator, which
can produce random noise, was fed directly into the receiver
(bypassing the transmit-receive switch). The noise power
that is fed into the radar receiver from the noise generator

is given by PNG=(F+1)kTNG1f RX, whereF is a noise am-
plification factor,k is Boltzmann’s constant and TNG is the
noise generator reference temperature and1f RX is the re-
ceiver band-pass filter width. By increasing the values ofF ,
different noise powers were fed into the receiver, and the cor-
responding processed spectral powers were recorded. From
a suitable regression plot of recorded power vs receiver input
power, the system voltage gainGP and also the receiver noise
temperature (TRX) were determined.GP is derived from the
regression slope, and TRX from the offset.

In order to test the effects due to our application of coher-
ent integration, pulse coding and filter widths, we deliber-
ately setup four experiments with different choices of pulse
types, pulse lengths (from monopulse to 8-bit complemen-
tary code), different choices of coherent averaging and also
different values of filter widths. Table1 shows the experi-
mental parameters chosen in the four experiments. The cal-
culated system voltage gain (GP) and receiver noise tempera-
ture values (TRX) from these four experiments are also given
in the lower part of the table. It can be seen from the table
that the sameGP and TRX values were produced in all four
experiments. This clearly proves the validity of our Eq. (5).
In addition,GP was also calculated using another calibration
method, namely the “delay line calibration” (Latteck et al.,
2008). In this method, an attenuated coherent signal was fed
directly into the radar receiver and consequentlyGP and TRX
were calculated. Although the noise generation method does
not include the losses due to imperfect signal generation or
decoding on reception, the delay line method includes these
losses. The comparison of these two methods shows a very
good agreement, within an error of 2%.

Equation (5) is only valid for noise signals. When the re-
ceiver receives coherent signals (as in the case of PMSE ex-
periment), the effects due to pulse coding and coherent in-
tegration on the output power will be removed during the
coherent averaging process. However, the different receiver
gain settings must still be accommodated. The resultant
equation in the case of coherent signal will thus be of the
form,
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PRec = 2G2
P · R · 10

−X
10

{
PN + NRX

}
(6)

where PRec is the recorded power in the storage data file.

3.1 Radar efficiency

Once we know the system voltage gain of the radar system,
our next aim is to estimate the overall system efficiency in
signal reception. This can be achieved using available cosmic
noise above the radar site. The cosmic noise, which is ex-
traterrestrial in origin, is detected by the radar antenna array.
It is then carried through a set of cables, and also through var-
ious devices, and finally reaches the receiver. Knowing the
amount of the noise energy that is detected by the antenna
array will allow us to estimate the system efficiency of the
radar system. Let us assume a cosmic noise energy of PSky
is detected by the antenna array at any instant of time, and
out of this, an amount PRX reaches the receiver. Therefore
the relationship between these two quantities can be written
as follows,

PRX = eR
SYS

{
PSky + NLoc

}
+ (1 − eR

SYS)NLin (7)

where theeR
SYS refers to the system efficiency upon reception

and NLoc refers to the noise power that originates in the sur-
rounding area, partly due to Man-Made activities. NLin refers
to noise generated by the feed lines (cables). Along with sky
noise, the noise NLoc is also picked up by the antenna ar-
ray and reaches the receiver along with cosmic signals. The
noise power contribution from this term is relatively high for
the Resolute Bay radar site. However in contrast to sky noise,
this local noise does not vary with time, and thus can be con-
sidered as a constant quantity throughout the day (this will
be further discussed shortly). The noise power PRX is thus
fed into the receiver, and will then be recorded in the com-
puter as output signal. Therefore, the relationship between
the input of receiver and the recorded power can be written
as,(

σ 2
oi + σ 2

oq

)
=

2G2
PR · 10

−X
10

N · M · L

{
PRX + NRX

}
(8)

In combining Eqs. (7) and (8), we obtain the final calibration
equation. It is convenient when dealing with noise power to
express it in terms of equivalent temperature in Kelvin (di-
viding by k1f on both sides of the equation). Thus the final
calibration equation can be rearranged in the following form,

TRec = eR
SYS

{
TSky + TLoc

}
+ (1 − eR

SYS)TLin + TRX (9a)

where,

TRec =

(
σ 2

i + σ 2
q

)
k1f

(
2G2

PR·10
−X
10

N ·M·L

) (9b)

Note that in the above equation, TSky refers to the equiva-
lent sky noise temperature that falls into the antenna array.
Knowing the amount of equivalent sky noise temperature and
its variation with time in a typical sidereal day, allows us to
determineeR

sys by means of a suitable regression plot. While
TLoc refers to the equivalent surrounding noise temperature
in the close vicinity of radar site, TLin is the ambient tem-
perature of the surroundings, which is approximately 300 K.
The term TRX refers to the radar receiver noise temperature.

One of the crucial stages in this radar calibration method
is the estimation of the equivalent sky noise temperature for
the radar system. The calibration equations depend on the
variation of the equivalent sky noise temperature in a typical
sidereal day. Therefore, any error in the estimation of this
value will significantly affect the estimation of theeR

sys. The
equivalent sky noise temperature variations over the Reso-
lute Bay radar site were calculated from a recent sky sur-
vey at 22 MHz byRoger et al.(1999). Another sky sur-
vey at 30 MHz, which is closer to our radar operational fre-
quency, is also available which covers the entire Northern
Hemisphere region (Cane, 1978). Nevertheless, this map
cannot be used for the calibration work of Resolute Bay
radar system, since the map’s angular resolution is signifi-
cantly lower than the width of our radar beam (especially the
Main-Mode beam). Before using the sky survey at 22 MHz,
the map values were converted into the equivalent temper-
atures at our radar frequency (51.5 MHz) by assuming the
cosmic radiation decreases with frequency by power law of
mean spectral indexβ. It can be noticed elsewhere in the
literature that the choice ofβ actually ranges from 2.30 to
2.70, especially for wider frequency bands from 13 MHz to
1.4 GHz (e.g.Bridle, 1967; Sironi, 1974; Webster, 1974). In
order to obtain the most accurate value forβ, we have per-
formed our own analysis and comparison, especially in the
northern high latitudes region, by comparing five surveys
within the frequency range 22–178 MHz (Swarnalingam and
Hocking, 2006; Swarnalingam, 2007). The five surveys that
were used in our analysis were at 22 MHz byRoger et al.
(1999), 30 MHz by Cane(1978), 45 MHz by Campistron
et al.(2001), 85 MHz byLandecker and Wielebinski(1970)
and 178 MHz byTurtle and Baldwin(1962). Based on
this comparison, it was found that theRoger et al.(1999)’s
22 MHz survey maintains aβ value of 2.50 with respect to
other surveys. The error is only 1% if the 30 MHz survey is
excluded, otherwise the possible error is about 5%. There-
fore, in our calibration work it was decided to useβ as 2.50.
Furthermore, our estimated value forβ is in good agreement
with theβ used byCampistron et al.(2001) andRoger et al.
(1999).

Figure2a shows the converted sky noise temperature val-
ues at 51.5 MHz for the entire Northern Hemisphere, and
Fig. 2b shows an example of the comparison of recorded di-
urnal sidereal noise variation with the actual sky noise tem-
perature values in the case of the Main-Mode vertical beam
(to be addressed shortly). For convenience Fig.2a is plotted
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Fig. 2. (a)The sky noise at 51.5 MHz for the entire Northern Hemisphere. The red dot at the center refers to the geographic north pole. The
black dash-dash line in figure shows the path of the centroids of the Main-Mode vertical and Quartet beams across the celestial sphere in a
sidereal day. While the Main beam covers a small cross-sectional area (yellow circle), the Quartet beam covers a larger cross-sectional area
(magenta circle). See text for detail.(b) A comparison of 15 min averaged recorded sky noise (red dots) with the sky survey map values
(black line) in the case of Main-Mode vertical beam. A total of 11 days in August 2001 were selected for the comparison, and the blue dots
refer to the mean values in each time bin.

in right ascension – declination coordinates with the geo-
graphic north pole at the center (red dot). The black dash-
dash line shows the path of the centroids of the Resolute Bay
Main-Mode and Quartet-Mode radar beams across the celes-
tial sphere in a sidereal day. While the yellow circle refers
to the projection of the Main-Mode vertical beam half power
locus on the celestial sphere, the large magenta circle refers
to the projection of the Quartet-Mode beam. It can also be
noticed from the figure that the radar site will experience a
lower level of sky noise during the sidereal day time, and
higher level of noise during the sidereal night time.

A two-dimensional convolution process between the radar
polar diagram and the equivalent sky noise temperature was
carefully applied in order to calculate the sky noise tempera-
ture variations at the radar site. Since the Main-Mode radar
beam (one-way HPHW of 2◦) is much narrower than the
Quartet-Mode radar beam (one-way HPHW of 35◦), the es-
timated sky noise using the sky survey map shows variations
of approximately 2500–6500 K (minimum to maximum) in
the Main-Mode and 4300–5700 K in the Quartet-Mode, re-
spectively. We also need to consider possible ionospheric
absorption. Since, a large data set was available for Resolute
Bay, it was possible to identify the quiet day noise variations
from this data set, and only noise data from those days were
used in the estimation ofeR

sys. Figure2b shows an example
of the comparison of diurnal sidereal noise variation of the
recorded noise (red squares) with the actual sky noise tem-
perature values (black solid line) for the Main-Mode vertical
beam. The recorded noise are 15 min averaged values. The

mean values of each time bin have been marked by blue dots.
A total of 11 days during August 2001 were used in this plot.

In order to calculate the efficiency, we capitalize on the di-
urnal variation of the actual sky noise and the diurnal varia-
tion of recorded noise. Comparison of the peak-to-peak vari-
ation in this way bypasses contributions of extra constant-
noise contributions. The linear regression fitting between
these two is shown in Fig.3. While part (a) corresponds
to the Main-Mode radar, part (b) shows the corresponding
fit for the Quartet-Mode radar. In order to get a best line
fit, a “robust” linear fitting method was adopted. Unlike the
least square method which takes into account all the data
points, the “robust” fitting method will omit the most devi-
ated data points, and will calculate the slope based on how
the majority of the data points behave (Maronna et al., 2006).
However, the omitted data were less than 1% in our case.
It was found that the mean efficiency of the Main-Mode is
12%±3% whereas the mean efficiency of Quartet-Mode is
about 59%±3%.

While the simple Quartet-Mode radar has a reasonably
good efficiency, the more complex Main-Mode has a low
efficiency. However, these values are consistent with our
expectations. At Resolute Bay, although the mean receiver
noise temperature is 843 K, the level of local noise (TLoc)
is significantly higher. As mentioned earlier, although there
may be various sources of local noise, it is believed that the
major portion of TLoc is produced within the radar build-
ing itself. In addition to accommodating the radar trans-
mitter and the receiver, the building contains several other
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instruments, including several all-sky cameras and multiple
UPS’s (Uninterrupted Power Supply). We found that the
cameras and other related equipment radiate a significant
level of noise power to the surroundings. Unfortunately, the
building itself cannot be grounded, due to deep permafrost.
The radiated noise from the radar building is then picked up
by the antenna array and also possibly by the set of long ca-
bles. We have confirmed the above fact by comparing the
noise levels in summer with winter seasons. While the radar
is continuously operated throughout the year, some other on-
site optical equipment is only operated during the winter sea-
son. We have noticed that the noise level in the close vicinity
of the site is further increased by over 10 dB once this optical
equipment has been turned on, and the noise level goes back
to its initial level after they have been turned off during sum-
mer. However, not all equipment is turned off in summer,
and the residual noise is still quite high.

As described above, almost all the equipment which is op-
erated during summer at Resolute Bay, run continuously for
twenty four hours in a day. Our long term careful monitoring
of noise level clearly indicates that this equipment produces
constant-noise as a function of time of day in the surround-
ings. This is especially true when we consider collecting
noise over several sidereal days.

3.2 Losses in sub-component devices

The Main-Mode radar’s antenna array is a considerable dis-
tance from the radar building (transmit-receive building), and
the antennas are connected by long cables. This makes for a
significant amount of loss when signals travel from the an-
tenna array to the radar receiver building and vice versa. The
antenna array, which comprises a total of 128 antennas, is
arranged in groups of quartets, and each quartet is fed by

a long cable. Therefore, a total of 32 long cables are used
to feed the antenna array from the transmit-receive building.
Cables typically have lengths of 100–150 m, although all are
cut to exact integral numbers of half-wavelengths. There
are two types of cables used to connect the antenna array
with the transmit-receive building. One type is low-loss An-
drew 1/2-inch Heliax cable and the other type is higher-loss
Belden 9913 cable (Hocking et al., 2001). While the first
cable type has a loss factor of 0.5 dB per 30 m, the second
type has a loss factor of 0.9 dB per 30 m. The corresponding
loss for the full length of Andrew 1/2-inch Heliax cable is
about 2.5 dB, and the corresponding loss for the full length
of 9913 is 4.5 dB. However, at Resolute Bay, the total length
of each cable is comprised of a selection of both types of
cable. This is organized in such a way that the percentage
of 9913 would increase from the center of the array to the
outer array. This taper helps to suppress sidelobes of the po-
lar diagram. The procedure is analogous to application of a
window when applying Fourier transform in signal analysis.
Some power is lost, but the benefits of reduction of noise and
spurious harmonics are improved. A similar setup was also
used with Mobile SOUSY VHF radar byCzechowsky et al.
(1993) (also seeDolph, 1946). Based on this arrangement,
the average loss in the cable is 3.5 dB with higher attenua-
tion at the edges and less in the middle.

Note the efficiency values of both radars calculated in the
previous section include all the losses; not only the antenna
and the transmission lines, but also other sub-components
such as beam pointing units, matching units (T-R distribu-
tion unit) and transmit-receiver switch (T-R switch). We have
carried out efficiency tests in these devices. Our tests for the
combined matching and beam pointing units revealed a loss
of 2.2 dB in reception. The matching unit is the component
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that matches the antenna array with the transmitter and re-
ceiver units in terms of impedances. During a radar exper-
iment, when a signal is transmitted, power from the trans-
mitter must be distributed to all antennas with minimal loss.
Likewise, during reception the received signals from all an-
tennas must be collected effectively and fed into the re-
ceiver. Our matching unit achieves these goals. A similar
but slightly different design of matching unit has been used
for the McGill wind profiler radar, which was installed af-
ter the Resolute Bay radar installation (Campos et al., 2007).
Tests on both McGill and Resolute Bay show similar (low)
losses in the distribution unit (Swarnalingam, 2007). This in-
dicates that the existing matching unit at Resolute Bay does
not have any unusual amount of loss. Losses also occur in
the T-R switch. These are measured to be 1.5 dB.

In the case of the Main-Mode radar, system efficiency cal-
culations show that the radar has total loss of 9 dB in recep-
tion. In this total loss, 3.5 dB loss takes place in the trans-
mission lines, 2.2 dB loss takes place in matching and beam
pointing units, and another 1.5 dB loss takes place in the T-
R switch. On the other hand, the Quartet-Mode is a sim-
ple radar system, and it does not contain either of the above
mentioned matching unit or beam pointing units. The ma-
jor losses in this system are due to transmission lines (in
this case, 7/8-inch Heliax) and T-R switch, which together
is about 2.5 dB.

Since the Resolute Bay radar is located in extreme weather
conditions, great care has been taken to ensure that it has
been properly maintained from the time of its installation.
Over the years, measurements of transmitting power, tests
for impedance matching, and tests for losses in connectors
have been performed almost in every year during our routine
visits to the radar site. Noise level is monitored on a con-
tinuous basis. Measurements for impedance are made for all
antennas on all visits. The impedance value for each quartet
is maintained at (Z=50±4�, 8=0◦

±5◦). These values have
been consistent since 1997.

4 Calibrated PMSE signal strength at Resolute Bay

Absolute calibration and the calculation of radar efficiency
have provided a way to determine PMSE strength at Res-
olute Bay. The received PMSE powersPR in Watts were
calculated using the estimatedGP value. PMSE backscat-
ter cross-section is then calculated. The radar backscattered
power is given by,

PR =
PT eT

sys eR
sysσ1R

(4π)2 h4
·∫ π

2

θ=0

∫ 2π

φ=0
GT (θ, φ) AR(θ, φ) h2 sin(θ)dθdφ (10)

wherePT is the transmitted peak power,eT
sys is the system

efficiency in transmission,eR
sys is the system efficiency in

reception,h is the echo backscatter height, and1R is the
vertical range resolution,GT (θ, φ) is the antenna gain in
transmission andAR(θ, φ) is the antenna effective area in
reception. In the above equation, backscatter cross-section
is denoted asσ , which is the return power per unit volume,
per unit solid angle, for each unit of incident power from
the ground. Since a radar like Resolute Bay uses a very nar-
row beam for transmission and reception, and also both polar
diagrams are axially symmetric and phased such that their
maxima point in the same direction, the above integral can
be safely approximated to the following form (seeHocking,
1985),

PR =
PT eT

sys eR
sys σ GT M ARM

(4π)2 h4
·

[π
(
hθ1

1
2

)2
1R

2ln2

]
(11)

whereGT M and ARM are the antenna gain and effective
area respectively in the direction of pointing.θ1

1
2

is one-way

HPHW. Our main aim here is to estimate the PMSE backscat-
ter cross-section. It is normally denoted byη, which is de-
fined as the total power that would be scattered by a unit
volume of scatterers if the power was scattered isotropically
with the same intensity equal to that ofσ per unit solid an-
gle and per unit incident power. The relationship betweenη

andσ is given byη=4πσ . Furthermore,GT M andARM can
be linked byGT M=ARM ·4π/λ2, whereλ is the radar wave-
length. Therefore, from the above Eq. (11) the backscatter
cross-section,η can be written as,

η =
128π2 (2ln2) h2 PR

(GT M)2 λ2 eT eR PT (θ1
1
2
)2 (2 · 1R)

(12)

Table 2 summarizes the values that have been used in this
study for above parameters. In addition to our careful cali-
bration work, two other parameters, the antenna gain (GT M )
and system efficiency in transmission (eT

sys), must also be
calculated properly for the accurate estimation of PMSE
backscatter cross-section. The antenna gain was carefully
calculated as 24 dB using a simulation model, which repli-
cated the exact antenna array structure with two-element
Yagi antennas. The calculated antenna gain value shows
a very good agreement with independent calculations using
the Numerical Electromagnetics Code (NEC) (Latteck et al.,
2008). Note that the second term in Eq. (11) refers to the ef-
fective radar volume, and it is valid for narrow and moderate
beam width radars. To verify this, we have also carried out
the full integral associated with the Eq. (10), and found that
the results of Eq. (10) and Eq. (11) are consistent (Hocking
and Vincent, 1982).

The true PMSE powers were determined by removing the
background noise from the recorded backscattered power. As
mentioned earlier, not only are PMSE powers normally weak
at Resolute Bay, but also the background noise level is high,
therefore it is important to remove the background noise from
the returned signal power.
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Fig. 4. Long term PMSE seasonal variation observed at Resolute Bay for the interval year 2000–2006 (except 2003). For each year, data for
the months June, July and August are shown. The daily mean backscatter cross-section values are plotted using natural logarithmic scale for
height region 80–90 km. The gaps refer to missing data.
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Table 2. Summary of the operational parameters for the Resolute
Bay radar, applied during PMSE experiments as well as backscatter
cross-section estimations.

The operational parameters for the Reso-
lute Bay radar during PMSE experiments
(1997–2006)

Frequency 51.5 MHz
Transmitter Peak Power 12 kW
1R 750 m
PRF 1200 Hz
HPHW (one-way) 2◦

Code 8-bit compli.
GT M 24 dB
GRM 24 dB
eT
sys 35%

eR
sys 12%

Coherent Integration 16-point
Filter Width (baseband) 250 kHz
Average minimum deductable back scat-
ter cross-section

8.8×10−16m−1

4.1 Long term seasonal variations

During the first few years of its operation, the Resolute Bay
radar observed PMSE on a selective basis, being run for a
few days or weeks at a time in a campaign type mode. A
continuous mode of PMSE observation was started from the
year 2000. The PMSE season at Resolute Bay starts typi-
cally in early/mid June and then ends sometime in early/mid
August. As observed in other locations, at Resolute Bay also
the echoes go to their highest strength of activities in middle
of July. The long term seasonal study reveals an important
fact, in that the PMSE strength at this location is not consis-
tent from year to year. That is, their strengths showed a great
level of variability from one year to another. This fact can be
clearly seen from Fig.4, in which the seasonal variation of
the backscatter cross-section values are shown for the inter-
val year 2000–2006 (except 2003). In this contour plot, daily
averaged PMSE backscattered power for the months June,
July and August for each year were used. It can be seen from
the figure that the echoes were strong in July 2000, July 2004
and July 2005, and significantly weaker in years 2001, 2002
and 2006. Unfortunately, due to unavoidable technical diffi-
culty, the data for the year 2003, and also for June 2004 are
not available.

Similar inter-annual variability was also reported with
50 MHz SOUSY radar at Svalbard bySarango and Woodman
(2003) at least for the interval year 1999–2001. On the other
hand, the 53.5 MHz ALWIN radar at Andenes has observed
much less significant inter-annual variability (Bremer et al.,
2006). For example at Andenes in 1999–2005, the PMSE
occurrence rates in July remained near 80–90% in each year

with an exception in 2002, in which slightly lower occur-
rence rates appeared (see Fig. 5 inBremer et al., 2006). In
contrast to this, the PMSE occurrence rates at Resolute Bay
were not consistent from one year to another. In years 2000,
2004 and 2005, they appeared with an occurrence rates up to
60–80% during July. But in years 2001, 2002 and 2006, they
showed much significantly lower occurrence rates (30–40%)
during July.

Figure 4 also indicates that the PMSE season at Reso-
lute Bay is relatively short compared with other locations.
In other locations, the PMSE season normally starts in late
May or early June and lasts until the end of August or early
September (see Fig. 6 inBremer et al., 2006). However,
the Resolute Bay radar is operated with 12 kW transmitter,
which is significantly less power compared with the trans-
mitter powers used by the above mentioned two radars. In
addition, the site experiences high level local noise. There-
fore, we cannot rule out the fact that these two constraints
make the radar unable to detect weak PMSE echoes, espe-
cially in the early and later parts of the season. Note that
these constraints however will not cause any problem in de-
tecting strong PMSE echoes. As we will see shortly, the
PMSE strength remains significantly low at this site even af-
ter considering these facts.

Long term seasonal studies also revealed an unusual activ-
ity that took place between the late June and the early July
in 2002. During this period, the radar recorded backscattered
power covering a broader depth of height, from 75 km to its
maximum range up to 93.5 km, with moderate echo strength.
This was an unusual event to observe at Resolute Bay (see
panel three in Fig.4).

4.2 Backscatter cross-section distributions

During the last decade, PMSE were strong at Resolute Bay
only for three seasons, namely the years 2000, 2004 and
2005 (2003 unknown). Fig.5 shows the backscatter distri-
butions for the month of July in these three seasons. The
upper panel shows logarithmic histograms for the estimated
backscatter cross-sections for the month of July in 2000. The
middle and lower panels show the same for July 2004 and
July 2005, respectively. In this study, the maximum power
for each 15 min bin size was first identified, and these val-
ues were then used in the estimation of backscatter distri-
bution. The estimated values for these three years ranges
from 10−16 to 10−12 m−1, though the number of occurrences
for these two extreme values were very low. The red solid
lines refer to the median values of each distribution, and the
dash-dash lines refer to the geometric mean values. It was
found that the median values were 4.53×10−15 m−1 for July
2000, 1.07×10−14 m−1 for July 2004 and 2.63×10−15 m−1

for July 2005. The corresponding geometric mean values
for these years were 6.33×10−15 m−1, 1.20×10−14 m−1 and
4.01×10−15 m−1, respectively. These calculated median
values are relatively lower (up to an order of magnitude)
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Fig. 5. A comparison of logarithmic histograms for the estimated
PMSE backscatter cross-sections for the month of July in 2000 (up-
per panel), 2004 (middle panel) and 2005 (lower panel). PMSE
strengths at Resolute Bay were strong during these three years. The
solid and dash-dash lines refer to the distribution median and geo-
metric mean, respectively. The number of events is counted in every
fifteen minutes interval. (In July 2004, the radar was operated only
for ten days.)

compared with backscatter cross-section values calculated
at SOUSY Svalbard radar and at ALWIN Andenes radar
(Röttger, 2001; Latteck et al., 2008).

In order to investigate the variation of PMSE strength
properly at Resolute Bay, distributions of backscatter cross-
section were estimated for each month. In this study the ob-
served maximum power for each 15 min time bin was consid-
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ered. The results are shown in Fig.6, where the upper panel
shows the calculated logarithmic backscatter cross-section
values. The two blue dash-dash lines refer to the variation
of the backscatter cross-section medians over the years at
Resolute Bay. The purpose of the two lines is to show the
possible errors with the estimation of the medians. These
two lines show the range of the median values due to the
possible errors in our radar calibrations and calculations of
the efficiency of the system on reception (eR

sys). It was found

that the lowest and highest possible values ofeR
sys for the ver-

tical beam were 9% and 15% respectively. Therefore, the
two blue dash-dash lines refer to the median values based on
these two efficiency values. The two black solid lines refer to
the 90th and 10th percentile values for the distributions. The
upper black line refers to the 90th percentile values based on
the lowest efficiency value, while the lower black line refers
to the 10th percentile values based on the highest efficiency
value. From the figure, we cannot see any indication for sys-
tematic increase or decrease in PMSE median strengths at
Resolute Bay. However, in regards to the strength of echoes
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we see the greatest variability. The histograms show a great
level of variability in the high power tail of the distribution
over the years.

The lower panel refers to the mean noise variation at the
site. Over the years, the PMSE experimental configurations
such as number of coherent integration, pulse coding and fil-
ter widths have not been changed, thus this plot is a good
source to study the noise variations at the site vicinity. A
3 dB increased in noise level can be seen during the period
1997–1999. This happened as a result of installation of other
experimental devices at the site. A slight increase in noise
level during 2004 is a result of our various tests that were
performed during the calibration work.

5 Discussion

In our Resolute Bay Main-Mode backscatter cross-section
calculations, we have carefully avoided any underestima-
tions in PMSE backscatter cross-sections. For example, us-
ing a higher system efficiency values (eT

sys or eR
sys) or higher

antenna gain value (GT M ) would result in lower values of
backscatter cross-section than that calculated here. In our es-
timation, we have taken into account all possible losses, and
used the lowest possible values for above parameters. The
estimated values are still lower than other radars, especially
Svalbard SOUSY radar and Andenes ALWIN radar.

Another potential issue for the possible underestimation
of backscatter cross-section is aspect sensitivity of PMSE
scatterers. The backscatter Eq. (12) assumes scattering is
isotropic, which may not be always true with PMSE, since
they have shown aspect sensitivity on some occasions. If
the scatterers are anisotropic then the power received by the
radar is the integration over the combined beam of polar di-
agram of radar and scatterers (e.g.Röttger, 1981; Hocking,
1986). In such scenarios, the effective two-way HPHW can
be shown as,

sin−2(θT
eff 1

2
) = sin−2(θT

1
2
) + sin−2(θ

s 1
2
) (13)

whereθ
s 1

2
is HPHW of the backscatter polar diagram of the

scatterers,θT
1
2

is two-way HPHW of radar andθT
eff 1

2
is the

effective HPHW of the combined two-way polar diagram
(Hocking, 1987). Thus, for example if the PMSE scatterers
at Resolute Bay have an aspect sensitivity angle in the range
of θ

s 1
2
=10◦–20◦ and the two-way HPHW of the Main-Mode

θT
1
2
=1.4◦, then the effective combined beam width (θT

eff 1
2
) will

only be in the range of 1.39◦–1.40◦. As we see, this is
very close to the actual Main-Mode’s two-way HPHW, thus
would not affect our backscatter estimations by any signifi-
cant amount. Even if PMSE scatterers occurred with a very
high aspect sensitivity angle of 5◦, θT

eff 1
2

will be 1.36◦, which

would only affect our estimated backscatter cross-sections by
0.3 dB.

The Resolute Bay radar, which has been the only radar
in the north american sector to monitor PMSE continuously
over the years, is also located close to both the magnetic
north pole (82.7◦ N, 114.4◦ W) and geomagnetic north pole
(79.7◦ N, 71.8◦ W). Thus its location remains a true polar
cap site for both the lowest and highestKp index values. It
was recently argued byMorris et al.(2005) that PMSE are
influenced by electron precipitation, which is more preva-
lent in the auroral oval region compared with inner region.
The above concept was recently verified by using a new
51.0 MHz VHF radar at Eureka (80◦ N, 86◦ W) in northern
Canada. This new radar was installed during summer 2007.
The radar is operated at 51.0 MHz with a transmitter peak
power of 36 kW, which is three times higher than that of Res-
olute Bay. As for Resolute Bay, the radar has five multiple
narrow beams (one-way HPHW of 2.75◦), comprising an ar-
ray of 128 three-element Yagi antennas. Due to logistical
reasons, and the fact that the Eureka radar has its own build-
ing, the efficiency of this radar is much better than Resolute
Bay. Furthermore, the local noise is negligible. This new po-
lar cap radar started its operation for PMSE observation from
late July 2007. The initial PMSE observations reveal that
PMSE strengths at Eureka are comparable with at Resolute
Bay, but still weak compared with Svalbard and Andenes.
The radar was operated in PMSE mode continuously during
1–31 August 2007. PMSE appeared almost everyday during
the first 10–12 days. Subsequently, their strengths started to
decrease gradually, and finally they completely disappeared
before the end of August. We have calibrated the Eureka
VHF radar also by applying the same method that was used at
Resolute Bay. We then calculated PMSE backscatter cross-
section using the data collected during 1–10 August 2007.
We found that the median of backscatter cross-section as
7.77×10−15 m−1. Furthermore, simultaneous PMSE obser-
vations at Resolute Bay and Eureka were conducted during
June–July 2008 (Swarnalingam et al., 2008). The median
values of the calculated backscatter cross-section distribu-
tions for Resolute Bay and Eureka were 4.55×10−15 m−1

and 2.69×10−15 m−1 respectively during June 2008, and
5.36×10−15 m−1 and 3.61×10−15 m−1 respectively during
July 2008. These values clearly show that PMSE strengths
from these two sites are comparable, and both significantly
weaker than for the Svalbard SOUSY radar and Andenes AL-
WIN radar. Our results are further supported by the recent
satellite observations of polar mesospheric clouds (PMC),
which are generally believed to have strong links with PMSE,
conducted byThomas et al.(2008). These authors have also
noticed a clear longitudinal variation in the strength of PMC,
especially in the northern arctic region.

6 Conclusions

We have presented a technique for absolute radar calibra-
tion using cosmic noise variations. The significant advantage
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of this generalized method is that it can be applied directly
to any MST radar anywhere in the world to determine the
radar efficiency. Absolute calibration of the Resolute Bay
VHF radar system has allowed us to investigate decade-
long PMSE activity at this location in terms of absolute sig-
nal strengths. The long term study clearly shows that the
strength of PMSE shows considerable inter-annual variabil-
ity. It has been found that generally the median backscat-
ter cross-section of the distribution remains relatively un-
changed from year to year (with modest exceptions in July
1997, August 1998 and July 2004), but a great level of vari-
ability occurred in their highest backscatter cross-section val-
ues. On average the median of the backscatter cross-section
appears in the order of 10−15 m−1. This is an order of magni-
tude lower compared with values at other high latitude radars
observed with the same frequency.
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